
Sheaf models for equivariant stable homotopy theory

supervised by

Dr David Barnes

Topological spaces occur almost everywhere in mathematics. It has been particularly fruitful
to study homotopies of these spaces (and maps between them). Symmetries appear everywhere
in mathematics, so it is logical to study topological spaces that have symmetries. In turn we
should look at homotopies that preserve these symmetries. This area is known as equivariant
homotopy theory.

Equivariant homotopy theory is particularly exciting when one considers groups of symme-
tries that have their own topology. To make the theory tractable, one usually assumes that the
groups are compact. There are two large classes of compact groups that have been useful: the
compact Lie groups, such as O(n) or U(n), and the profinite groups, like the p-adic integers.

Recent work of the adviser and a PhD student [BS20a], [BS20b], has constructed a link
between (stable) equivariant homotopy and the theory of sheaves with a group action in
the case where G is a profinite group. Many questions on this topic remain, particularly
those connected to monoidal structures (a form of categorical multiplication, inspired by the
Cartesian product of topological spaces), change of groups functors and to what extents these
results can be applied to compact groups in general.

The student should have attended courses on both topology and algebra. This project will
require the student to become familiar with the abstract language of model categories [DS95],
modern categories of spectra [BR20] and possibly infinity categories [Lan21].
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Graded rings and toric methods in algebra

supervised by

Dr Huettemann

There is a fascinating and deep connection between partitions of Rn by cone-shaped subsets
into “fans”, and so-called toric varieties (geometric objects that can be described as solutions of
polynomial equations of a certain type). By working with fans, toric varieties can be analysed
using diagram-theoretic methods eschewing most of the complications of algebraic geometry.
More importantly, the approach via diagrams of rings and modules makes it possible to study
toric varieties in generalised contexts, for example, over non-commutative rings.

The basic notion underlying the theory is that of a Laurent polynomial ring in several
variables L = R[x1, x

−1
1 , · · · , xn, x−1n ], the collection of polynomials (with coefficients in the

ring R) where negative and positive powers of the variables may occur. The combinatorial
data associated with a toric variety can be used to construct other rings from L, and to
inter-relate these rings in a meaningful manner.

For many purposes one can work in much greater generality: the Laurent polynomial
ring can be replaced with a graded ring, that is, a ring in which elements come equipped
with a notion of “degree” similar to the usual notion of degree of a polynomial. The PhD
project is about analysing this replacement step. Once the necessary machinery for graded
rings has been set up many results of a formal nature carry over from the classical to the
generalised setting without major problems. However, a closer look reveals surprising and
subtle differences and complications, reflecting the more varied nature of graded rings as
opposed to Laurent polynomial rings.

The project may develop in various different directions, depending on the interests of the
student. Possible topics include:

• an analysis of the algebraic K-theory of toric varieties in this generalised context (for
example, it is expected that the K-theory of a projective generalised toric variety
contains certain “trivial” summands);
• using toric methods to obtain results on tameness and finiteness conditions for chain

complexes (for example, consider the “jump loci” for finite domination in the spirit of
Sigma invariants from geometric group theory),
• extending results from affine toric algebra to the graded setting (for example, inves-

tigate how results connected with the “fundamental theorem for algebraic K-theory”
transfer to the generalised setting).

The project is strongly algebraic in nature. The student wishing to undertake this kind
of research must be willing to learn and work with the abstract mathematical machinery of
graded algebra, homological algebra and algebraic K-theory.
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Mathematics of infectious diseases

supervised by

Dr Gabor Kiss

Infectious diseases have affected the humankind on many different ways either by diseases
spreading within livestock (bovine tuberculosis), from animal hosts to humans (malaria), inges-
tion of contaminated food or water (typhoid fever), or by direct human to human interactions
(influenza). The foundations of the state-of-the-art mathematical epidemiology of infectious
diseases, employing the idea of population compartmentalisation, were laid in the seminal
work of Kermack and McKenderick, [1]. The idea of partitioning a population according to
disease progression has been used extensively in modelling the time-evolution, and in under-
standing and forecasting, and then controlling and preventing the spread of communicable
diseases both in deterministic and non-deterministic settings [2].

The project will employ a deterministic modelling approach and use state-of-the-art math-
ematical tools to obtain information, in terms of system parameters about the characteristics
of the modelled disease, such as the basic reproduction number, R0, conditions on multiple
outbreaks, the final size of epidemic, etc. In addition, similarly to [3, 4], by fitting models to
empirical data and performing numerical simulations, the project will obtain estimates of the
system parameters to assign meaningful numerical values to epidemiological properties of the
disease in question. The derived information will be used in investigating the impact of the
flux of travel and the spatial heterogeneity on the spread of infection when spatially distant
but connected communities are considered, and the effects of pathogen variants and different
vaccination strategies.

The student should have some understanding of differential equations and some knowledge
of scientific programming languages (e.g., Matlab, Python, R).
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Delayed feedback mechanisms

supervised by

Dr Gabor Kiss

Many real world processes feed parts of their own outputs back to themselves as inputs.
For instance, in the climate system there are mechanisms that can either amplify or diminish
the effects of the initial drivers of climate. Since interactions between subsystems are of-
ten not instantaneous, predictive and faithful mathematical models of systems with feedback
should incorporate past dependence. Indeed, delay differential equations are deterministic
mathematical models of many history driven problems of practical importance [1, 2].

The phase space of delay differential equations is the Banach space of continuous functions
φ : [−1, 0] → R with the norm given by ‖φ‖ = max−1≤t≤0 |φ(t)|. That is, delay differential
equations can be viewed as infinite dimensional dynamical systems. Although there is a wide
variety of analytical, geometric and computational techniques to study the dynamics delay
differential equations, there are many challenging open questions. For instance, the existence
of the numerically observed chaos in

x′(t) = −µx(t) +
px(t− τ)

1 + x(t− τ)n
, x ∈ R, µ, p, n, τ > 0,

the so-called Mackey-Glass equation [3], has not been proved yet.
The aim of the project is to study the dynamics of nonlinear differential equations with

different types of time lags such as multiple, time-dependent and state-dependent. The student
should have attended courses on Linear Algebra and Complex Variables, Metric and Normed
Spaces, and Functional Analysis.
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Risk prediction using machine learning for use in cost-effectiveness models

supervised by

Dr Felicity Lamrock

Health Technology Assessment (HTA) agencies receive information in the form of an eco-
nomic evaluation including clinical trial evidence and a cost-effectiveness model to compare
the costs and benefits of a new medicine compared to the standard of care. Each new medicine
is assessed according to it’s individual license - usually one therapeutic area/tumour type at
a time. Cost-effectiveness models often contain a Markov component that is used to describe
the survival time of individuals.

A Markov model can be used to describe the process where the risk of an event is continuous
over time and the event can happen multiple times [1]. Markov models are useful in healthcare
for modelling the progression of a disease of an individual and have been increasingly used
within cost-effectiveness models partly due to recent advances in computing which permits
higher processing capacities.

Machine learning techniques can be used to extract further information to aid prediction of
diseases and help classify individuals into more accurate risk groups [2] and should be explored
as advanced tools for decision-making [3]. Cost-effectiveness models can help stakeholders such
as patients and clinicians by estimating the associated costs and outcomes of taking a medicine
compared to the standard of care.

This PhD will focus on using novel machine learning techniques for disease prediction by
classifying individuals into different risk groups and incorporating this into the Markov com-
ponent of a oost-effectiveness model.

Quantitative training such as mathematics or statistics is required for this project. An
interest in the area of Economic Evaluations, Data Analytics, Statistics, or experience of any
will be considered an advantage.
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Positive Extensions

supervised by

Dr Ying-Fen Lin

A positive definite function defined on the real line is a complex-valued function f : R→ C
such that for any real numbers x1, . . . , xn the n × n matrix A = (aij)

n
i,j=1, where aij =

f(xi − xj), is positive semi-definite. Positive definiteness of a function arises naturally in the
theory of Fourier transforms; it is easy to see that to be positive definite it is sufficient for the
function f to be the Fourier transform of a positive function defined on the real line.

In general one can define positive definite functions (or called positive type functions) on
any locally compact topological group and on any groupoid. Positive type functions on groups
(on groupoids, respectively) occur naturally in the representation theory of groups on Hilbert
spaces (of groupoids on Banach spaces, respectively). There are interesting commutative
Banach algebras arising from positive type functions as well.

The aim of the project is to study some extension problems for partially defined positive
definite functions on the above structures. As a first step, we will investigate the notion of
positive type functions being ”partially defined”. While there are partial results in the setting
of groups, mainly of positive extensions on subgroups [2, 4] and symmetric subsets [1, 3], these
problems are wide open, especially in the setting of groupoids. They have connections with
the completion problems for operators and matrices that will be explored after the core results
are obtained.
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Machine learning approaches to detecting software changes for bug localization

supervised by

Dr Zhiwei Lin

Enterprise software systems change from time to time to meet the requirements from end
users. In modern software development practice, the requirements are recorded as issues
(business stories, technical tasks or bug reports) in an issue-tracking system, such as JIRA. The
developer who is assigned an issue, will make necessary changes (adding, deleting, modifying)
to source code, in order to meet the needs defined in the assigned issue.

Though rigorous processes (such as bug detection, code review and testing) before release
have been used to ensure the quality of each code change, the existence of software bugs is
still inevitable. The emerging bugs (e.g, reported by end-users) recorded in the issue-tracking
systems are triaged by software developers. However, triaging software bugs is expensive and
very time consuming due to no satisfying methods or tools to help software developers to
locate buggy code components [1, 4, 3, 4].

This project aims to automate software triaging process using machine learning techniques
in order to help software development teams to improve their productivity. To achieve this,
the candidate will (1) study new machine learning approaches for detecting the association
patterns between software changes and bug reports; and (2) develop new tools for software
developers to locate buggy components more rapidly.

Please feel free to contact Dr Zhiwei Lin (z.lin@qub.ac.uk) before you make
your application.
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A Robust Approach to Multivariate Joint Modelling

supervised by

Dr Lisa McFetridge & Dr Charles Gillan

Since April 2020, vast amounts of data have been collected by researchers in Queen’s Uni-
versity Belfast on patients’ journeys through the Intensive Care Unit at The Royal Victoria
Hospital, Belfast. The proposed PhD will develop new statistical theory to better account
for and analyse the intricacies of such data, working closely with the second supervisor, Dr
Charles Gillan, a Senior Lecturer in Computer Science from ECIT in Queen’s, and clinicians
in The Royal Victoria Hospital, to put this theory into practice. As such, it is an exciting
opportunity to make real world impacts for local patients.

One of the primary aims of this work will be to utilise the novel methods that will be developed
to identify the risk factors of ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP) and to create an early
warning system to aid clinicians. VAP is one of the most common hospital-acquired infections
for patients who are receiving mechanical ventilation [1]. Unfortunately, it is associated with a
high mortality rate and thus the development of preventative strategies is crucial to ultimately
improve the survival prognosis of patients.

The collection of such intricate longitudinal data is becoming more common practice due to
the advancements in technology, with such data needing sophisticated models to be able to
fully analyse it. This has led to the remarkable increase in the use and development of joint
modelling techniques to simultaneously analyse multiple streams of data, particularly longi-
tudinal and survival data [2, 3].

Recent advancements in longitudinal modelling have expanded to multivariate approaches,
where information on multiple longitudinal responses, such as several biomarkers from each
patient, are gathered and analysed concurrently [4]. As these longitudinal responses frequently
impact time-to-event processes, joint modelling techniques which concurrently analyse a lon-
gitudinal and survival process have recently been extended to handle multivariate longitudinal
responses [5].

However, such developments commonly assume normality for the longitudinal random terms,
an assumption which can be greatly affected by the presence of outliers introducing bias into
the analysis. Previous research has verified such negative impacts in the interpretations and
predictions from the estimated joint model in the analysis of a single longitudinal process
within a joint model setting.

This research proposes the development of a more robust joint modelling approach which down
weighs the impact of longitudinal outliers within multiple longitudinal processes concurrently.
In the analysis of the ICU patient data, such models will enable the simultaneous analysis of
a multitude of patients’ biomarkers, how they interact and change over time and the impact
this has on patient survival, providing a wealth of information that clinicians can utilise when
treating patients.
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In particular, acknowledging and accounting for the fact that different patients commonly re-
act differently to treatments, such robust methods allow a more personalised approach to the
treatment of patients and thus the establishment of precision medicine in an ICU setting. Dy-
namic individualised survival predictions can be used to create the much-needed early warning
system and thus lower the potential for patients to develop such an adverse medical compli-
cation.

This PhD will feed into a user-friendly software package, complementing other active research
projects currently being undertaken by the primary supervisor, Dr McFetridge.

For further details about the project, please contact the primary supervisor (l.mcfetridge@qub.ac.uk).
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Statistical analysis of Biological point patterns

supervised by

Dr Hannah Mitchell

Interest in analysing spatial point patterns is rapidly expanding across many fields of science
particularly within biology where the development of automation technologies has enabled
scientists to capture large datasets at a much greater granularity and lower cost than ever
before. The rapid growth in size and complexity of this data has led to a growth in interest
in developing spatial statistical techniques tailored for biological applications. The purpose of
this project will be to investigate and develop statistical techniques to maximise information
extraction from complex spatial point patterns derived from: cell populations derived from
(i) neurodegenerative disease or (ii) immune cell function datasets, or (iii) investigating the
clustering behaviour (oligomerisation) of fluorescently labelled membrane proteins evaluated
using single molecule imaging techniques with implications for the diagnosis and treatment
of cancer. Working closely with interdisciplinary collaborators, these project(s) are intended
to develop novel spatial statistical to uncover novel biological insights and require high-level
skills in mathematics, stochastic processes theory and computer programming.

References
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Traffic modelling and network infrastructures planning in the era of EVs CAVs

supervised by

Dr Salissou Moutari

Scientific background to project

During the last decade, Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Connected Automated Vehicles (CAVs)
capability has consistently advanced, notably in terms of technological performance and safety
features as well as on the operational and regulatory front. Thanks to their communication fea-
tures, CAVs provide the opportunities to control traffic flow and optimise network performance
while reducing fuel consumption and improving road safety. However, the gradual deployment
of CAVs introduces a transition phase of mixed traffic flow containing both CAVs and legacy
vehicles. On the other hand, the acceptance of EVs required improved perception, access,
and appropriate distribution of charging infrastructures with stable energy supply through
renewable sources. To leverage the potential of EVs/CAVs alongside smart road technology
to enhance mobility via network level traffic management requires a systemic approach, which
integrates technological, socio-economic and environmental opportunities and constraints, to
formulate long-term trade-off solutions. A sound understanding of the dynamics of mixed
traffic on road networks as well as a timely and optimal deployment of the required infrastruc-
tures will play a significant role to harness the capability of CAVs to improve the efficiency of
transport systems.

Aims of the project

The aims of this project are

• to develop new traffic modelling framework during the transition from legacy vehicle
to EVs and CAVs
• to assess the economic and environmental impact of the automation and electrification
• to investigate the energy requirement and propose scenarios for optimal infrastructure

planning to facilitate this transition.
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Mathematical models for cancer invasion

supervised by

Dr Anna Zhigun

Cancer cell migration is an essential stage in the development and expansion of tumours and
their metastases. Once a malignant tumour arises in some part of the body, it can grow and
make its way through the surrounding tissue matrix in order to reach the blood vessels. After
transportation across the bloodstream and subsequent extravasation, tumour cells colonise
distant sites where further neoplasms emerge. This process is known as metastasis. Cancer
is a very complicated illness. Construction of mathematical models describing growth and
dispersion of cancer cells and their analytical and numerical study can contribute to a better
understanding of the involved biological phenomena, enable predictions about the development
and the extent of a tumour, and even suggest approaches to therapy improvements. Evolution
equations are among the most convenient and versatile modelling tools in this context. They
allow to include different effects as ’building blocks’ and can be treated analytically as well as
numerically.

A reasonable minimal model for tumour invasion is obtained by coupling a reaction- dif-
fusiontransport PDE for the density of the tumour with an ODE for the density of the sur-
rounding tissue. Further components and various nonlinear effects could be introduced, such
as: nonlinear diffusion, transport due to taxis (directed movement along the gradient of an
attracting/repelling substance), nonlocality (in form of integral terms), modelling on differ-
ent scales, etc. The resulting mixed systems of equations of different types (e.g., PDEs and
ODEs) are highly nontrivial and not as yet well-studied. Often, new ideas are required in
order to attack them analytically. The goal of this project is thus to develop and investigate
some systems for tumour invasion analytically. Performing numerical simulations, in order to
illustrate the possible behaviour of solutions, would be welcome as an addition, but this is not
mandatory.

Prerequisites
For this project solid knowledge of and inclination for mathematical analysis is indispensable.
General acquaintance with PDEs is necessary. Even more important is to be familiar with basic
tools from analysis in infinite dimensional spaces (compactness, weak convergence, linear and
compact operators, etc.), as well as with integration theory (Lebesgue measure and integral).


